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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel approach to
compute rotation invariant features from histograms of local,
non-invariant patterns. Here we apply this approach to both
static and dynamic Local Binary Pattern descriptors. For static
texture description, we present Local Binary Pattern Histogram
Fourier features (LBP-HF), and for dynamic texture recognition,
two rotation invariant descriptors computed from the LBP-TOP
(Local Binary Patterns from Three Orthogonal Planes) features
in the spatiotemporal domain. LBP-HF is a novel rotation invari-
ant image descriptor computed from discrete Fourier transforms
of local binary pattern (LBP) histograms. The approach can
also be generalized to embed any uniform features into this
framework and combining the supplementary information, e.g.
sign and magnitude components of LBP together can improve the
description ability. Moreover, two variants of rotation invariant
descriptors are proposed to the LBP-TOP, which is an effective
descriptor for dynamic texture recognition as shown by its recent
success in different application problems, but it is not rotation
invariant. In the experiments, it is shown that LBP-HF and
its extensions outperform non-invariant and earlier versions of
rotation invariant LBP in rotation invariant texture classification.
In experiments on two dynamic texture databases with rotations
or view variations, the proposed video features can effectively
deal with rotation variations of dynamic textures. They also are
robust with respect to changes in viewpoint, outperforming recent
methods proposed for view-invariant recognition of dynamic
textures.

Index Terms—Rotation invariance, feature, classification, tex-
ture, dynamic texture, LBP, Fourier transform.

I. INTRODUCTION

TEXTURE analysis is a basic vision problem [26], [30]
with application in many areas, e.g. object recognition,

remote sensing, and content-based image retrieval. In many
practical applications, textures are captured in arbitrary orien-
tations.

For static textures, rotation invariant features are inde-
pendent of the angle of the input texture image [22], [27],
[30]. Robustness to image conditions such as illumination is
often required/desirable. Describing the appearance locally,
e.g., using co-occurrences of gray values or with filter bank
responses and then forming a global description by computing
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statistics over the image region is a well established technique
[26]. This approach has been extended by several authors to
produce rotation invariant features by transforming each local
descriptor to a canonical representation invariant to rotations
of the input image [2], [22], [27]. The statistics describing the
whole region are then computed from these transformed local
descriptors. The published work on rotation invariant texture
analysis is extensive.

We have chosen to build our rotation invariant texture de-
scriptor on LBP. LBP is an operator for image description that
is based on the signs of differences of neighboring pixels. It is
fast to compute and invariant to monotonic gray-scale changes
of the image. Despite being simple, it is very descriptive,
which is attested by the wide variety of different tasks it
has been successfully applied to. The LBP histogram has
proven to be a widely applicable image feature for, e.g., texture
classification, face analysis, video background subtraction, and
interest region description. LBPs have been used for rotation
invariant texture recognition before. The original one is in
[22], where the neighboring n binary bits around a pixel
are clockwise rotated n times that a maximal number of the
most significant bits is used to express this pixel. The more
recent dominant local binary pattern (DLBP) method [18],
which makes use of the most frequently occurred patterns to
capture descriptive textural information, has also the rotation
invariant characteristics. Guo et al. developed an adaptive
LBP (ALBP) [13] by incorporating the directional statistical
information for rotation invariant texture classification. In
[14], LBP variance (LBPV) was proposed to characterize
the local contrast information into the one-dimensional LBP
histogram. The performance evaluation using rotation invariant
LBP, Coordinated Clusters Representation and Improved LBP
was conducted on granite texture classification [11]. The sign
and magnitude of LBP, and the binary code of intensity of
center pixels were combined together in CLBP [15] to improve
the texture classification. But the intensity information is very
sensitive to illumination changes, so this method needs image
normalization to remove global intensity effects before feature
extraction.

Dynamic textures (DT) are image sequences with visual
pattern repetition in time and space, like sea-waves, smoke,
foliage, fire, shower and whirlwind. For DT analysis, feature
description is the key element. Local features have been ob-
taining increasing attention due to their ability of using micro
textons to describe the motions, while there is an argument
against global spatiotemporal transforms on the difficulty to
provide rotation invariance [7]. Dynamic textures in video
sequences can be arbitrarily oriented. The rotation can be
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Fig. 1. (a)(b):Rotations of static textures and (c) a different texture.

caused by the rotation of cameras and the self-rotation of
the captured objects. Rotation invariant DT analysis is an
important but still open research problem. It aims at providing
features that are invariant to rotation angle of the input texture
image sequences along the time axis. Moreover, these features
should also capture the appearance and motions, as well as
be robust to other challenges such as illumination changes,
and allow multi-resolution analysis. Fazekas and Chetverikov
[10] studied the normal flow and complete flow features for
DT classification. Their features are rotation-invariant, and the
results on ordinary DT without rotations are promising. Lu et
al. proposed a method using spatiotemporal multi-resolution
histograms based on velocity and acceleration fields [19].
Velocity and acceleration fields of different spatio-temporal
resolution image sequences are accurately estimated by the
structure tensor method. This method is also rotation-invariant
and provides local directionality information. But both of
these methods cannot deal with illumination changes and did
not consider the multi-scale properties of DT. Even though
there are some methods which are rotation invariant in theory,
like [10], [19], but to our best knowledge, there are very
few results reported about their performance evaluation using
rotated sequences.

The main contribution of this paper is the observation
that invariants constructed globally for the whole region by
histogramming non-invariant are superior to most other his-
togram based invariant texture descriptors which normalize
rotation locally. In [14], the authors also considered how to
get a rotation invariant strategy from non-rotation invariant
histograms. Our approach is different from that. The method
in [14] keeps the original rotation variant features, but finds
a match strategy to deal with rotation. Our method generates
new features from rotation variant features and does not need
any special match strategy.

Most importantly, as each local descriptor (e.g., filter bank
response) is transformed to canonical representation indepen-
dently, the relative distribution of different orientations is lost.
In Fig. 1, (a) and (b) represent different rotations of the same
texture, whereas (c) is clearly a different texture. Considering
the case that each texture element (black bar) is rotated into
canonical orientation independently, (a) and (b) will correctly
get the same representation, but also the difference between
textures (a) and (c) will be lost. Furthermore, as the trans-
formation needs to be performed for each texton, it must be
computationally simple if the overall computational cost needs
to be low.

We apply this idea to static texture recognition (Sections
II-III) and dynamic texture recognition (Sections IV-VI). Pre-

Fig. 2. Three circular neighborhoods: (8,1), (16,2), (6,1). The pixel values
are bilinearly interpolated whenever the sampling point is not in the center of
a pixel.

liminary results for static texture recognition were presented
in [1].

On the basis of LBP, we propose novel Local Binary
Pattern Histogram Fourier features (LBP-HF) for static texture
recognition. LBP-HF is a rotation invariant image descriptor
based on uniform Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [22]. Unlike the
earlier local rotation invariant features which are histograms of
rotation-invariant version of LBPs, the LBP-HF descriptor is
formed by first computing a non-invariant LBP histogram over
the whole region and then constructing rotationally invariant
features from the histogram. This means that rotation invari-
ance is attained globally, and the features are thus invariant
to rotations of the whole input signal but they still retain
information about relative distribution of different orientations
of uniform local binary patterns. Again, considering Fig. 1, if
rotation is compensated for globally, textures (a) and (b) get
the same description, but the difference between (a) and (c)
is retained. In addition, this approach is generalized to embed
any uniform features, e.g. sign and magnitude components of
LBP, into this framework to improve the description ability.

Later, this idea is extended to the spatiotemporal domain:
two variants of rotation invariant LBP-TOP operators are
developed and the experiments on two databases show their
effectiveness for rotation variations and view changes in
dynamic texture recognition.

II. ROTATION INVARIANT IMAGE DESCRIPTORS

In this section, we will focus on the rotation invariant image
features for static texture description. Because it is based on
uniform local binary pattern, first, the LBP methodology is
briefly reviewed.

A. Local Binary Pattern Operator

The local binary pattern operator [22] is a powerful means
of texture description. The original version of the operator
labels the image pixels by thresholding the 3×3-neighborhood
of each pixel with the center value and summing the thresh-
olded values weighted by powers of two.

The operator can also be extended to use neighborhoods of
different sizes [22] (See Fig.2). To do this, a circular neighbor-
hood denoted by (P, R) is defined. Here P represents the num-
ber of sampling points and R is the radius of the neighborhood.
These sampling points around pixel (x, y) lie at coordinates
(xp, yp) = (x + R cos(2πp/P ), y − R sin(2πp/P )). When a
sampling point does not fall at integer coordinates, the pixel
value is bilinearly interpolated. Now the LBP label for the
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Fig. 3. The 58 different uniform patterns in (8,R) neighborhood
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center pixel (x, y) of image f(x, y) is obtained through

LBPP,R(x, y) =
P−1∑
p=0

s(f(x, y) − f(xp, yp))2p, (1)

where s(z) is the thresholding function

s(z) =
{

1, z ≥ 0
0, z < 0 (2)

Further extensions to the original operator are so called
uniform patterns [22]. A local binary pattern is called uniform
if the binary pattern contains at most two bitwise transitions
from 0 to 1 or vice versa when the bit pattern is considered
circular. In the computation of the LBP histogram, uniform
patterns are used so that the histogram has a separate bin
for every uniform pattern and all non-uniform patterns are
assigned to a single bin. The 58 possible uniform patterns in
neighborhood of 8 sampling points are shown in Fig. 3.

The original rotation invariant LBP operator based on
uniform patterns, denoted here as LBPriu2, is achieved by
circularly rotating each bit pattern to the minimum value. For
instance, the bit sequences 10000011, 11100000 and 00111000
arise from different rotations of the same local pattern and they
all correspond to the normalized sequence 00000111. In Fig.
3 this means that all the patterns from one row are replaced
with a single label.

B. Rotation Invariant Descriptors from LBP Histograms for
Static Texture Analysis

Let us denote a specific uniform LBP pattern by UP (n, r).
The pair (n, r) specifies an uniform pattern so that n is the

(x’,y’)

(x,y)

 

α

Fig. 4. Effect of image rotation on points in circular neighborhoods

number of 1-bits in the pattern (corresponds to row number in
Fig. 3) and r is the rotation of the pattern (column number in
Fig. 3). Table I lists the notations and corresponding meanings
used in this section.

Now if the neighborhood has P sampling points, n gets
values from 0 to P + 1, where n = P + 1 is the special
label marking all the non-uniform patterns. Furthermore, when
1 ≤ n ≤ P − 1, the rotation of the pattern is in the range
0 ≤ r ≤ P − 1.

Let Iα◦
(x, y) denote the rotation of image I(x, y) by α

degrees. Under this rotation, point (x, y) is rotated to location
(x′, y′). If we place a circular sampling neighborhood on
points I(x, y) and Iα◦

(x′, y′), we observe that it also rotates
by α◦. See Fig. 4.

If the rotations are limited to integer multiples of the
angle between two sampling points, i.e. α = a 360◦

P , a =
0, 1, . . . , P −1, this rotates the sampling neighborhood exactly
by a discrete steps. Therefore the uniform pattern UP (n, r)
at point (x, y) is replaced by uniform pattern UP (n, r + a
mod P ) at point (x′, y′) of the rotated image.

Now consider the uniform LBP histograms hI(UP (n, r)).
The histogram value hI at bin UP (n, r) is the number of
occurrences of uniform pattern UP (n, r) in image I .

If the image I is rotated by α = a 360◦
P , based on the

reasoning above, this rotation of the input image causes a
cyclic shift in the histogram along each of the rows,

hIα◦ (UP (n, r + a mod P )) = hI(UP (n, r)) (3)

For example, in the case of eight neighbor LBP, when the
input image is rotated by 45◦, the value from histogram bin
U8(1, 0) = 00000001b moves to bin U8(1, 1) = 00000010b,
value from bin U8(1, 1) to bin U8(1, 2), etc.

Based on the property, which states that rotations induce
shift in the polar representation (P, R) of the neighborhood,
we propose a class of features that are invariant to rotation
of the input image, namely such features, computed along the
input histogram rows, that are invariant to cyclic shifts.

We use the Discrete Fourier Transform to construct these
features. Let H(n, ·) be the DFT of nth row of the histogram
hI(UP (n, r)), i.e.

H(n, u) =
P−1∑
r=0

hI(UP (n, r))e−i2πur/P . (4)
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS AND THEIR CORRESPONDING MEANINGS IN THE DESCRIPTION OF LBP-HF.

Notations Meaning
UP (n, r) uniform LBP pattern

n number of 1-bits in the pattern
r rotation of the pattern
P number of neighboring sampling points
a discrete steps of rotation

hI(UP (n, r)) number of occurrences of uniform pattern UP (n, r) in image I
H(n, ·) DFT of nth row of the histogram hI(UP (n, r))

H(n2, u) complex conjugate of H(n2, u)
|H(n, u)| Fourier magnitude spectrum

Now for DFT it holds that a cyclic shift of the input vector
causes a phase shift in the DFT coefficients. If h′(UP (n, r)) =
h(UP (n, r − a)), then

H ′(n, u) = H(n, u)e−i2πua/P , (5)

and therefore, with any 1 ≤ n1, n2 ≤ P − 1,

H ′(n1, u)H ′(n2, u) = H(n1, u)e−i2πua/P H(n2, u)ei2πua/P

= H(n1, u)H(n2, u),
(6)

where H(n2, u) denotes the complex conjugate of H(n2, u).
This shows that with any 1 ≤ n1, n2 ≤ P − 1 and 0 ≤ u ≤

P − 1, the features

LBPu2-HF(n1, n2, u) = H(n1, u)H(n2, u), (7)

are invariant to cyclic shifts of the rows of hI(UP (n, r)) and
consequently, they are invariant also to rotations of the input
image I(x, y). The Fourier magnitude spectrum which we call
LBP Histogram Fourier (LBP-HF) features,

|H(n, u)| =
√

H(n, u)H(n, u) (8)

can be considered a special case of these features. Further-
more it should be noted that the Fourier magnitude spectrum
contains LBPriu2 features as a subset, since

|H(n, 0)| =
P−1∑
r=0

hI(UP (n, r)) = hLBPriu2(n). (9)

An illustration of these features is in Fig. 5
Actually, the LBP-HF can be thought as a general frame-

work, in which UP (n, r) in Eq. 4 does not have to be the
occurrence of that pattern, and instead it can be any features
corresponding to that uniform pattern. As long as the features
are organized in the same way to uniform patterns so that they
satisfy the Eq. 3, they can be embedded into Eq. 4 to replace
UP (n, r) and generate new rotation invariant descriptors. One
example is CLBP [15]. CLBP contains the sign-LBP (sign
of the difference of neighboring pixel against central pixel,
i.e. it equals LBP) and magnitude-LBP (the magnitude of
the difference of neighboring pixel against central pixel)
components. Sign LBP can be calculated using Eq. 1 and
magnitude LBP can be obtained using the following equation
[15]:

LBP MP,R(x, y) =
P−1∑
p=0

s(|f(x, y)−f(xp, yp)|−c)2p, (10)

where c is a threshold to be determined adaptively. It can be
set as the mean value of |f(x, y)− f(xp, yp)| from the whole
image.

Both two parts can also be organized into uniform sign-
LBP (equal to the uniform LBP) and uniform magnitude-LBP
components. We can embed these two parts to Eq. 4 sep-
arately, concatenate the produced histogram Fourier features
and obtain the LBPHF S M .

III. EXPERIMENTS ON STATIC TEXTURE CLASSIFICATION

For static textures, we carried out experiments on Ou-
tex TC 00012 database [23] for rotation invariant texture
classification. Experiments with other databases are presented
in [1].

The proposed rotation invariant LBP-HF features were com-
pared against non-invariant LBP u2, and the original rotation
invariant version LBP riu2. To show the generalization of
LBP-HF, we also put LBPHF M and LBPHF S M into
comparison.

Table II lists the abbreviation of the methods used in
comparison and their corresponding meaning.

For a fair comparison, we used the Chi-square metric, since
many previous works, e.g. [14], [15], also used it, assigning a
sample to the class of model minimizing the LChi distance

LChi(hS , hM ) =
B∑

b=1

(hS(b) − hM (b))2/(hS(b) + hM (b)),

(11)
where hS(b) and hM (b) denote the bin b of sample and model
features, respectively.

Implementation of LBP-HF Features for Matlab can be
found in http://www.cse.oulu.fi/MVG/Downloads/LBPMatlab.
The feature vectors are of the following form:

fvLBP-HF = [|H(1, 0)|, . . . , |H(1, P/2)|,
. . . ,
|H(P − 1, 0)|, . . . , |H(P − 1, P/2)|,
h(UP (0, 0)), h(UP (P, 0)), h(UP (P + 1, 0))].

We derived from the setup of [22] by using nearest neighbor
(NN) classifier instead of 3NN because no significant perfor-
mance difference between the two was observed.

We evaluated our methods on Outex database. Rotation
variation is common in captured images. Outex database is
widely used to evaluate texture methods for dealing with
rotation variations [13], [14], [15], [22].
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Fig. 5. 1st column: Texture image at orientations 0◦ and 90◦ . 2nd column: bins 1–56 of the corresponding LBPu2 histograms. 3rd column: Rotation invariant
features |H(n, u)|, 1 ≤ n ≤ 7, 0 ≤ u ≤ 5, (solid line) and LBPriu2 (circles, dashed line). Note that the LBPu2 histograms for the two images are markedly
different, but the |H(n, u)| features are nearly equal.

TABLE II
THE ABBREVIATION OF THE METHODS IN EXPERIMENTS AND THEIR CORRESPONDING MEANING.

Abbreviation Method
LBP u2 Uniform sign LBP

LBP riu2 Rotation invariant uniform sign LBP
LBP Mu2[15] Uniform magnitude LBP

LBP Mriu2[15] Rotation invariant uniform magnitude LBP
LBP S Mriu2 Concatenation of Rotation invariant uniform sign LBP and magnitude LBP

LBP − HF Uniform LBP histogram Fourier
LBPHF M Uniform magnitude LBP histogram Fourier

LBPHF S M Concatenation of sign LBP histogram Fourier and magnitude LBP histogram Fourier

We used the Outex TC 00012 [23] test set intended for
testing rotation invariant texture classification methods. This
test set consists of 9120 images representing 24 different
textures imaged under different rotations and lightings. The
test set contains 20 training images for each texture class. The
training images are under single orientation whereas different
orientations are present in the total of 8640 testing images. We
report here the total classification rates over all test images.

The results of the experiment are shown in Table III. As
we can observe, rotation invariant features provide better
classification rates than noninvariant features (here they are
LBPu2 and LBP Mu2). The performance of LBP-HF fea-
tures and LBPHF M is clearly higher than that of LBP u2,

LBP riu2 and LBP Mu2, LBP M riu2. When combining
LBP-HF with magnitude-LBP together (LBPHF S M), much
better results are obtained, (i.e. 0.949 for LBPHF S M with
24 neighboring points and radius three) than for all the other
methods. By comparing the results of 1st column with 4th
column, 2nd column with 5th column and 3rd column with
6th column, we can see that sign information usually plays
more important roles than magnitude information, which is
also consistent to the analysis in [15].

By varying (P, R), multi-resolution analysis can be
utilized to get improved classification accuracy, e.g.
LBPHF S M16,2+24,3 can achieve 96.2% accuracy. Similar
improvement can be seen in [1], [13], [14], [15]. Moreover, the
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TABLE III
TEXTURE RECOGNITION RATES ON OUTEX TC 00012 DATASET.

(P,R) LBP u2 LBP riu2 LBP − HF LBP Mu2 LBP Mriu2 LBPHF M LBP S Mriu2 LBPHF S M
(8, 1) 0.569 0.646 0.741 0.496 0.610 0.622 0.714 0.786
(16, 2) 0.589 0.789 0.903 0.567 0.731 0.856 0.860 0.940
(24, 3) 0.569 0.830 0.924 0.594 0.799 0.874 0.904 0.949

proposed LBPHF method can be applied to other features, like
LBPV [14] and central pixel in CLBP [15], not just limited
to sign and magnitude as shown in the above experiments. As
long as they are organized in the same way to uniform patterns
so that they satisfy the Eq. 3, they can be embedded into
Eq. 4 to replace UP (n, r) and generate new rotation invariant
descriptors.

IV. DYNAMIC TEXTURE RECOGNITION AND LBP-TOP

In the previous sections, LBP Histogram Fourier features
(LBP-HF) were constructed for static image analysis and
obtained very good results on static texture classification. In
the following sections, we will extend it to an Appearance-
Motion (AM) description for dealing with rotation variation in
video sequences. Dynamic textures (DT) recognition is utilized
as a case study. Recognition and segmentation of dynamic
textures have attracted growing interest in recent years [5], [8],
[24]. Dynamic textures provide a new tool for motion analysis.
Now the general assumptions used in motion analysis that the
scene is Lambertian, rigid and static, can be relaxed [28].

Recently, two spatiotemporal operators based on local bi-
nary patterns [31] were proposed for dynamic texture descrip-
tion: Volume Local Binary Patterns (VLBP) and Local Binary
Pattern histograms from Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP):
XY , XT and Y T planes. These operators combine motion
and appearance together, and are robust to translation and
illumination variations. They also can be extended to multi-
resolution analysis. A rotation invariant version of VLBP has
also been proposed, providing promising performance for DT
sequences with rotations [32]. However, VLBP considers co-
occurrences of neighboring points in subsequent frames of a
volume at the same time, which makes its feature vector too
long when the number of neighboring points used is increased.
The LBP-TOP does not have this limitation. It has performed
very well in different types of computer vision problems,
such as dynamic texture recognition [31], segmentation [6]
and synthesis [12], facial expression recognition [31], visual
speech recognition [33], activity recognition [17], [20], [21],
and analysis of facial paralysis [16]. But LBP-TOP is not
rotation invariant, which limits its wide applicability.

Fig. 6 left (a) shows one image in XY plane, (b) in XT
plane which gives the visual impression of one row changing
in time, and (c) describes the motion of one column in
temporal space. For each pixel in images from these three
planes or slices, a binary code is produced by thresholding
its neighborhood in a circle or ellipse from XY , XT , Y T
slices independently with the value of the center pixel. A
histogram is created to collect up the occurrences of dif-
ferent binary patterns from three slices which are denoted
as XY-LBP, XT-LBP and YT-LBP, then concatenated into

Fig. 6. Computation of LBP-TOP for “watergrass” with 0 (left) and 60
(right) degrees rotation.

a single histogram as demonstrated in last row of Fig. 6
left. In such a representation, DT is encoded by the LBP
while the appearance and motion in two directions of DT
are considered, incorporating spatial domain information and
two spatiotemporal co-occurrence statistics together. For LBP-
TOP, the radii in axes X, Y and T, and the number of
neighboring points in the XY , XT and Y T planes or slices
can also be different, which can be marked as RX ,RY ,RT

and PXY ,PXT ,PY T . The corresponding LBP-TOP feature is
denoted as LBP −TOPPXY ,PXT ,PY T ,RX ,RY ,RT . Sometimes,
the radii in three axes are same and so do the number of
neighboring points in XY, XT and YT planes. In that case,
we use LBP −TOPP,R for abbreviation where P = PXY =
PXT = PY T and R = RX = RY = RT .

In this way, a description of DT is effectively obtained based
on LBP from three different planes. The labels from the XY
plane contain information about the appearance, and in the
labels from the XT and Y T planes co-occurrence statistics
of motion in horizontal and vertical directions are included.
These three histograms are concatenated to build a global
description of DT with the spatial and temporal features.
However, the appearance-motion planes XT and Y T in LBP-
TOP are not rotation invariant, which makes LBP-TOP hard to
handle the rotation variations. This needs to be addressed for
DT description. As shown in Fig. 6 (right), the input video in
top row is with 60 degrees rotation from that in Fig. 6 (left), so
the XY , XT and Y T planes in middle row are different from
that of Fig. 6 (left), which obviously makes the computed LBP
codes different from each other. Even if we sample the texture
information in eight or 16 planar orientations, the orders of
these planes would not change with the rotation of images.

On the basis of LBP-TOP, we propose two rotation invariant
descriptors for LBP-TOP, based on using discrete Fourier
transform for rotation invariant DT recognition. One is com-
puting the 1D histogram Fourier transform for the uniform
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Fig. 7. Rotated planes from which LBP is computed.

patterns along all the rotated motion planes. The other one is
computing the 2D Fourier transform for the patterns with the
same number of “1”s along its rotation in bins and as well
along all the rotated motion planes, which avoids to use the
redundant information and makes the computation complexity
much lower than the first one. We compare them with earlier
methods in the classification of rotated DT sequences. The
robustness of the descriptors on viewpoint variations is also
studied, using a recently introduced test set for view-invariant
dynamic texture recognition [24].

V. ROTATION INVARIANT LBP-TOP

Both LBP −XT and LBP −Y T describe the appearance
and motion. When a video sequence rotates, these two planes
do not rotate accordingly, which makes the LBP-TOP operator
not rotation invariant. Moreover, rotation only happens around
the axis parallel to T axis, so considering the rotation invariant
descriptor inside planes does not make any sense. Instead, we
should consider the rotations of the planes, not only just the
orthogonal planes (XT and Y T rotation with 90 degrees), but
also the planes with different rotation angles, like the purple
planes with rotations 45 and 135 degrees in Fig. 7. So the
AM planes consist of PXY rotation planes around T axis.
The radius in X , Y should be same, but can be different from
that in T . Only two types for the number of neighboring points
are included, one is PXY which determines how many rotated
planes will be considered, the other one is PT which is the
number of neighboring points in AM planes. The original XT
and Y T are not two separate planes any more, instead they
are AM planes obtained by rotating the same plane zero and
90 degrees, respectively.

The corresponding feature is denoted as
LBP − TOP ri

PXY ,PT ,RXY ,RT
. Suppose the coordinates

of the center pixel gtc,c are (xc, yc, tc), we compute the LBP
from PXY spatiotemporal planes. The coordinates of the
neighboring points gd,p sampled from the ellipse in XY T
space with gtc,c as center, RXY and RT as the length of
axes, are given by (xc + RXY cos(2πd/PXY ) cos(2πp/PT ),
yc − RXY sin(2πd/PXY ) cos(2πp/PT ), tc +
RT sin(2πp/PT )), d(d = 0 · · · (PXY − 1)) is the index

Fig. 8. LBP histograms for uniform patterns in different rotated motion
planes with PXY = 8 and PT = 8.

of the AM plane and p(p = (0 · · · (PT − 1)) represents the
label of neighboring point in plane d.

A. One Dimensional Histogram Fourier LBP-TOP
(1DHFLBP-TOP)

After extracting the uniform LBP for all the rotated planes,
we compute the Fourier transform for every uniform pattern
along all the rotated planes. Fig. 8 demonstrates the compu-
tation. For PT = 8, 59 uniform patterns can be obtained as
shown in the left column. For all the rotated PXY = 8 planes,
discrete Fourier transform is applied for every pattern along
all planes to produce the frequency features. Eq. 12 illustrates
the computation.

H1(n, u) =
PXY −1∑

d=0

h1(d, n)e−i2πud/PXY , (12)

where, n is index of uniform patterns ((0 · · ·N), N =
58 for PT = 8) and u(u = 0 · · ·PXY − 1) is frequency.
d(d = 0 · · · (PXY − 1)) is the index of rotation degrees
around the line passing through the current central pixel g tc,c

and parallel to T axis. h1(d, n) is the value of pattern n in
uniform LBP histogram at plane d. To get the low frequencies,
u can use the value from 0 to (PXY /s + 1) (e.g. s = 4 in
experiments).

When u = 0, H1(n, 0) means the sum of the pattern n
through all the rotated motion planes, which can be thought
as another kind of rotation invariant descriptor of simply
summing the histograms from all the rotated planes. Since
it uses one dimensional histogram Fourier transform for LBP-
TOP, we call it one dimensional histogram Fourier LBP-
TOP (1DHFLBP-TOP).
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Fig. 9. LBP from plane with g degrees (left) and g + 180 degrees (right).
They are mirrored.

The feature vector V 1 of 1DHFLBP-TOP is of the following
form:

V 1 = [|H1(0, 0)| , · · · , |H1(0, PXY /s + 1)| , · · · ,
|H1(N − 1, 0)| , · · · , |H1(N − 1, PXY /s + 1)|].

N is the number of uniform patterns with neighboring
points PXY . Here s is the segments of frequencies. Not all
the PXY frequencies are used. Instead only the low frequency,
saying [0 PXY /s + 1] are utilized. Total length of V 1 is
LRI1 = N × (PXY /s + 2).

B. Two Dimensional Histogram Fourier LBP-TOP
(2DHFLBP-TOP)

We can notice that for the descriptor 1DHFLBP-TOP, the
LBPs from a plane rotated g degrees (180 > g >= 0) and
g+180 are mirrored along the T -axis through the central point,
as the line cg in Fig. 9, but they are not same. So to get the
rotation invariant descriptor, all the rotated planes should be
used, which increases the computational load.

But for planes rotated g degrees and g + 180 degrees,
the information is same, so there is no need to use both of
them. We notice this in the left and right images of Fig. 9:
even though the LBP codes (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h = 0 or 1) are
mirrored, the neighboring relationship still remains, e.g. d is
adjacent to c and e in both images.

According to the definition of uniform patterns: “a local
binary pattern is called uniform if the binary pattern contains
at most two bitwise transitions from 0 to 1 or vice versa when
the bit pattern is considered circular”, 1) if one LBP code L
is uniform and there is zero bitwise transition from 0 to 1 or
1 to 0, it means all the bits in this LBP are 0 or 1. So after
mirror, for the produced LBP code L ′, all the bits are still 0
or 1, which is still uniform. 2) if L is uniform and there are
two bitwise transitions from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0, as shown in Fig.
10, the transitions happen between d, e, and h, a (Fig. 10 left).
After mirror, the neighboring relationship is unchanged, so the
transitions are also between e,d and a,h (Fig. 10 right) and the
transition times are still two, which means the mirrored LBP
is also uniform. 3) if L is non-uniform, we first assume that
after mirror, L′ is uniform. We can then mirror L ′ again, and
the obtained L′′ should be equal to L. But according to 1) and
2), if L′ is uniform, the mirrored L ′′ is also uniform. But L is
non-uniform, which means L ′′ <> L. It is self-contradictory.
Thus, if L is non-uniform, after mirror, obtained L ′ is also
non-uniform. Because in the mirror transformation, only the
location of the bits changes, the value of all bits keep same,

Fig. 10. Uniform pattern before mirror (left) and after mirror (right).

Fig. 11. The examples of LBP with number of “1”s two in different rotated
motion planes with PXY = 8 and PT = 8.

so the number of 1’s is unchanged no matter L is uniform or
non-uniform.

So the uniform patterns in a plane rotated g degrees are
still uniform in a plane with g + 180 degrees, and with the
same number of “1”s. The non-uniform patterns are still non-
uniform in both planes.

We propose to make the uniform patterns with same num-
ber of “1”s into one group, but they can rotate r(r =
0 · · · (PT − 1)) bits as shown in the left column of Fig. 11.
In total we have PXY − 1 groups with the “1”s numbered
as 1, 2, 3, · · · , PXY − 1. For the uniform patterns with “1”s
numbered as 0(all zeros), PXY (all ones), and non-uniform
patterns, no matter how video sequences rotate, they remain
the same. For every group, the 2D Fourier transform is used
to get the rotation invariant descriptor, as shown in Fig. 11.

Eq. 13 illustates the computation.
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Fig. 12. DynTex database (http://projects.cwi.nl/dyntex/).

H2(m, u, v) =
PXY −1∑

d=0

PT −1∑
r=0

h2(U(m, r), d)e−i2πud/PXY e−i2πvr/PT ,

(13)
where m(m = 1 · · ·PXY − 1) is the number of “1”s, and
u(u = 0 · · ·PXY − 1) and v(0 · · ·PT − 1) are frequencies in
two directions. d is the index of rotation degree around T axis,
r is the rotation inside the circle or ellipse with PT neighboring
points. U(m, r) is the uniform pattern with the m of “l”s and
r is the rotation index of it. h2(U(m, r), d) is the number
of occurrences of U(m, r) at plane d. So, H2(0, 0, 0) is the
sum of all zeros in all planes, H2(PXY , 0, 0) is the sum of
all ones, and H2(PXY +1, 0, 0) is the sum of all non-uniform
patterns in all planes, which can be used with H2(m, u, v)
together to describe the DT. The difference of this descriptor
from the first one is that it computes the histogram Fourier
transforms from two directions, considering the frequencies
not only from planes but also from pattern rotations. We call it
two dimensional histogram Fourier LBP-TOP (2DHFLBP-
TOP).

The final feature vector V 2 is of the following form:
V 2 = [|H2(1, 0, 0)| , · · · , |H2(1, PXY /s + 1, PT /s + 1)| , · · · ,

|H2(PXY − 1, 0, 0)| , · · · ,
|H2(PXY − 1, PXY /s + 1, PT /s + 1)| ,
|H2(0, 0, 0)| , |H2(PXY , 0, 0)| , |H2(PXY + 1, 0, 0)|].

Total length of V 2 is LRI2 = (PXY −1)× (PXY /s+2)×
(PT /s + 2) + 3.

VI. EXPERIMENTS ON DYNAMIC TEXTURE

CLASSIFICATION

The performance of the proposed rotation invariant video
descriptors was tested on dynamic texture classification. We
carry out experiments on DynTex database for rotation vari-
ation evaluation and the dataset from [25] for view variation
evaluation.

A. Experiments on Rotation Variations

DynTex, a large and varied database of dynamic textures
which originally included 35 DTs and now has been extended
to have 656 DTs, was selected for the experiments. Fig. 12
shows example DTs from this dataset.

To evaluate the rotation invariance of the methods and
compare with previous methods [32], we use the same setup
as in [32]. The dataset used in experiments includes 35
classes from the original database and each sequence was
rotated by 15 degrees intervals as shown in Fig. 13, obtaining
24 sequences. Every sequence was cut in length into two
sequences. So totally we have 48 samples for each class. In
our experiments, two sequences with 0 degree (no rotation)

Fig. 13. Images after rotating by 15◦ intervals.

are used as training samples, and the remaining ones are test
sequences. Hence, in this suite, there are 70(35 × 2) training
models and 1610(35× 46) testing samples.

The mean values of the rotation invariant LBP-TOP features
of the two samples without rotation are computed as the
feature for the class. The testing samples are classified or
verified according to their difference with respect to the class
using the k nearest neighbor method (k = 1).

Table IV demonstrates the results with different parameters
of the proposed descriptors for all rotation tests. Here we show
results for both L1 distance metric and Chi-square distance
metric and it can be seen that L1 distance provides similar or
better results than Chi-square. So in the following experiments
of KNN classification, the reported results are for L1 distance
measurement. The first two rows are the results using original
LBP-TOP with four neighboring points. The results are very
poor. Even when more neighboring points are used, like eight
or 16, as shown in the sixth, seventh, 11th and 12th rows, the
classification rates are still less than 60%, which demonstrates
that LBP-TOP is not rotation invariant. We also did the
experiments using oversampled LBP-TOP, which is denoted
as LBP −TOPPXY ,PT ,RXY ,RT , i.e. we extend the fixed three
planes in LBP-TOP to PXY planes in spatiotemporal domain
and sample the neighboring points in each plane with radii
RXY and RT in XY direction and T direction, respectively,
for PT points in ellipse. The uniform histograms from each
plane are then concatenated together as the oversampled LBP-
TOP features. The results are shown in the third, eighth and
13th rows of Table IV. It can be seen that the oversampled
LBP-TOP got better results than original LBP-TOP because
oversampling can include more information. But the accuracy
is lower than for the proposed rotation invariant descriptors,
which shows that oversampling can not deal with rotation
variations. Even though it contains more information, the
order of planes keeps unchanged when there are rotations
which makes oversampling not rotation invariant. When using
four neighboring points, 2DHFLBP − TOP4,4,1,1 obtained
82.11% with only 30 features. When using 16 neighboring
points in AM planes, 1DHFLBP −TOP16,16,2,2 got 98.57%
and 2DHFLBP − TOP16,16,2,2 97.33%, respectively. Both
descriptors are effective for dealing with rotation variations.
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Fig. 14. 1DHFLBP-TOP histograms (left) and 2DHFLBP-TOP histograms
(right) of DT “square sheet” with 48 rotation samples.

One may have noticed that the proposed 2DHFLBP is better
than 1DHFLBP when the number of neighboring pixels is four,
but worse than 1DHFLBP for a larger number of these pixels.
That is because 2DHFLBP considers only the number of “1”s
for the uniform patterns, i.e. in that way only half of the rotated
planes need to be used, while 1DHFLBP considers the uniform
patterns for all planes. When the number of neighboring pixels
increases, there is more information missing for 2DHFLBP
compared with 1DHFLBP. But 2DHFLBP-TOP gets a com-
parative accuracy to the 1DHFLBP-TOP with a much shorter
feature vector and only using half of the rotated planes
which will save computation time. It is a good compromise
for computational efficiency and recognition accuracy, which
could make it very useful for many applications.

Fig. 14 shows the 1DHFLBP-TOP histograms and
2DHFLBP-TOP histograms for the “square sheet” dynamic
texture with 48 rotation samples. It can be seen that both
descriptors have good characteristics for rotation variations.

The magnitude of LBP-HF is also extended to video
description and utilized as supplemental information to the
proposed rotation invariant descriptors. The mean difference
of the neighboring point’s grey scale against the central pixel
in each spatiotemporal plane is calculated and utilized as
threshold for getting the binary code. Results of 1DHFLBP-
TOP and 2DHFLBP-TOP which are actually the sign LBP-
TOP histogram Fourier, 1DHFLBP-TOP M and 2DHFLBP-
TOP M which are the magnitude LBP-TOP histogram Fourier,
and their combination on DynTex database are demonstrated
in Table V. As we can see, the magnitude information does
not work as well as sign information, which is consistent to
the conclusion in [15]. The combination of the magnitude
information together with sign information yields much better
result than using either of them solely. Especially when the
number of neighboring points and planes are fewer, as for
1DHFLBP − TOP4,4,1,1 and 2DHFLBP − TOP4,4,1,1,
the improvement is significant, from 79.50% to 84.22% and
from 82.11% to 86.15%, respectively.

Table VI lists the accuracies using different methods. The
first three rows give the results using LBP histogram Fourier
transform [1] which only considers the rotation invariance in
appearance. The accuracy of 40%-60% shows its ineffective-
ness for rotations happening on videos. The middle four rows
show the results using different versions of rotation invariant
VLBP [32], which can get quite good results using short
feature vectors, e.g. 87.14% with only 26 features. But because
VLBP considers the cooccurrence of all the neighboring points
in three frames of a volume at the same time, it is hard to be

TABLE V
RECOGNITION RESULTS USING ROTATION INVARIANT SIGN HFLBP-TOP

AND MAGNITUDE HFLBP-TOP.

Features Length Results (%)
1DHFLBP − TOP4,4,1,1 45 79.50
1DHFLBP − TOP4,4,1,1 M 45 63.60
1DHFLBP − TOP4,4,1,1 S M 45 × 2 84.22
2DHFLBP − TOP4,4,1,1 30 82.11
2DHFLBP − TOP4,4,1,1 M 30 61.86
2DHFLBP − TOP4,4,1,1 S M 30 × 2 86.15
1DHFLBP − TOP8,8,2,2 236 98.07
1DHFLBP − TOP8,8,2,2 M 236 86.71
1DHFLBP − TOP8,8,2,2 S M 236 × 2 98.45
2DHFLBP − TOP8,8,2,2 115 94.41
2DHFLBP − TOP8,8,2,2 M 115 88.32
2DHFLBP − TOP8,8,2,2 S M 115 × 2 96.27

TABLE VI
RESULTS USING DIFFERENT METHODS.

Features Length Results (%)
HFLBP4,1 12 43.60
HFLBP8,2 31 50.37
HFLBP16,2 93 61.93

ri #1 V LBP1,4,1 864 75.34
ri #2 V LBP2,4,1 4176 79.38
riu2 #2 V LBP1,4,1 16 78.07
riunu2 #2 V LBP1,4,1 26 87.20

1DHFLBP − TOP16,16,2,2 1458 98.57
2DHFLBP − TOP16,16,2,2 543 97.33

extended to use more neighboring information. Four neigh-
boring points is almost the maximum as concluded in [31].
Comparatively, the proposed two rotation invariant LBP-TOP
descriptors inherit the advantage of the original LBP-TOP, they
can be easily extended to use many more neighboring points,
e.g. 16 or 24, and they obtained almost 100% accuracy DT
recognition with rotations. For comparing with LBP-TOP on
DTs without rotation, we carried out experiments on DynTex
database. A 92.9% accuracy is obtained with 1DHFLBP-TOP,
while LBP-TOP obtained 93.4% accuracy with four neighbor-
ing points. We can see that on videos without rotation the
proposed rotation invariant descriptors give similar or slightly
worse results than non-invariant LBP-TOP. More importantly,
they clearly outperform LBP-TOP when there are rotations.
We also computed the maximal of uniform patterns along all
the rotated planes as a simple rotation invariant descriptor for
comparison. We got 70.93% (vs. 82.11% for the proposed
method) when using four neighboring points and radius one,
and 91.06% (vs. 98.07%) when using eight neighboring points
and radius two. So with this simple normalization, we can
get some rotation invariance, but it works much poorer than
proposed methods.

B. Experiments on view variations

View variations are very common in dynamic textures.
View-invariant recognition DTs is a very challenging task.
To our best knowledge, most of the proposed methods for
dynamic texture categorization validated their performance on
the ordinary DT databases, without viewpoint changes, except
[24], [29]. Woolfe and Fitzgibbon addressed shift invariance
[29] and Ravichandran et al. [24] proposed to use bag of
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TABLE IV
RECOGNITION RESULTS USING DIFFERENT PARAMETERS. (u2 DENOTES UNIFORM PATTERNS).

Features Length L1 Results(%) Chi-square Results(%)
LBP − TOP4,1 48 43.11 39.81
LBP − TOP u2

4,1 45 42.98 39.32
LBP − TOP u2

4,4,1,1 60 51.30 48.39
1DHFLBP − TOP4,4,1,1 45 79.50 71.99
2DHFLBP − TOP4,4,1,1 30 82.11 71.93

LBP − TOP8,2 256 × 3 58.76 51.86
LBP − TOP u2

8,2 59 × 3 58.63 52.86
LBP − TOP u2

8,8,2,2 59 × 8 69.25 65.71
1DHFLBP − TOP8,8,2,2 236 98.07 97.83
2DHFLBP − TOP8,8,2,2 115 94.41 94.10

LBP − TOP u2
16,1 243 × 3 52.86 47.58

LBP − TOP u2
16,2 243 × 3 56.71 51.12

LBP − TOP u2
16,16,2,2 243 × 16 72.05 68.32

1DHFLBP − TOP16,16,2,2 1458 98.57 99.69
2DHFLBP − TOP16,16,2,2 543 97.33 97.76

Fig. 15. Sample images from reorganized dataset from [25].

system (BoS) as the representation for dealing with viewpoint
changes.

To evaluate the robustness of our proposed descriptors to
view variations, we use the same dataset to [24], [25]. This
dataset consists of 50 classes of 4 video sequences each.
Many previous works [4], [25] are based on the 50 class
structure and the reported results are not on the entire video
sequences, but on a manually extracted patch of size 48× 48
[24]. In [24], the authors combine the sequences that are taken
from different viewpoints, and reduce the dataset to a nine
class dataset with the classes being boiling water (8), fire (8),
flowers (12), fountains (20), plants (108), sea (12), smoke (4),
water (12) and waterfall (16). The numbers in parentheses
represent the number of sequences in the dataset. To compare
the performance of handling view variations with the methods
proposed in [25] and [24], we use the same experimental
setup, i.e. 1) the plants class is left out since the number of
sequences of plants far outnumbered the number of sequences
for the other classes, so remaining eight classes are used
in our experiments; 2) four different scenarios are explored
in this paper. The first set is an easy two class problem
namely the case of water vs. fountain. The second one is a
more challenging two class problem namely the fountain vs.
waterfall. The third set of experiments is on a four class (water,
fountain, waterfall and sea) problem and the last set is on the
reorganized database with eight classes. We abbreviate these
scenarios as W-F (Water Vs. Fountain), F-WF (Fountain Vs.
Waterfall), FC (Four Classes) and EC (Eight Classes). Sample
frames from the video sequences in the database are shown in
Fig. 15. For every scenario, we train using 50% of the data
and test using the rest.

We utilize Support Vector Machine (SVM) and the Nearest

Neighbor (1NN) of L1 distance as classifiers. For SVM, the
second degree polynomial kernel function is used in the ex-
periments. Fig. 16 compares our results using 1DHFLBP −
TOP8,8,1,1 and 2DHFLBP − TOP8,8,1,1, and the results
with term frequency (TF) and soft-weighting (SW) from [24],
and DK (DS) from [25]. TF and SW are the two kinds of
representation utilized in [24] to represent the videos using
the codebook. DK and DS depict the methods proposed in
[25], in which a single LDS is used to model the whole
video sequence and the nearest neighbor and SVM classifiers
are used for categorization, respectively. Fig. 16 shows the
results for four scenarios using SVM and 1NN as classifier.
In all four experimental setups, the second (F-WF) and last
(EC) setups are considered more challenging, because in the
second scenario, the viewpoints in testing are not used in the
training, which makes them totally novel. In the last scenario,
we have a total of 92 video sequences with varying number of
sequences per class and they are from various viewpoints. It
can be seen from Fig. 16 that our proposed descriptors obtain
leading accuracy for all four scenarios. Especially for more
challenging fountain vs. waterfall and all eight class problems,
our results from 1DHFLBP − TOP8,8,1,1 with SVM are
87.5% and 86.96%, and with 1NN are 87.5% and 73.91%,
respectively. These are much better than for TF (70% and
63%) and SW (76% and 80%) with SVM [24], DK (50% and
52%) and DS (56% and 47%) [24]. In addition, we also carried
out the experiments using LBP − TOP without rotation
invariant characteristics. LBP − TOP u2

8,1 obtained 75% and
71.74% with SVM for more difficult F-WF and EC scenarios,
which is inferior to either of the proposed descriptors. Rotation
invariant VLBP [32] was also implemented for comparison.
For F-WF and EC scenarios, 78.15% and 80.43% are achieved
with SVM classifier, which are better than those from LBP-
TOP, but worse than those from the proposed descriptors.
From these results and comparison on the database with real
3D viewpoint changes, it can be seen that even though our
descriptors are not designed as view-invariant, they can deal
with this problem very effectively.

Table VII lists the results using sign LBP-TOP histogram
Fourier, the combination of magnitude LBP-TOP histogram
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Fig. 16. Classification results for the four scenarios with different methods.

Fourier and sign LBP-TOP histogram Fourier, and oversam-
pled LBP-TOP features for the most difficult EC problem. In
this table, we can see when combining sign and magnitude
components together, we achieve higher accuracy than using
sign alone. In this database, the in-plane rotation is not the
main problem, but view variation. Even though view changes
can cause appearance differences with translation, rotation
and scaling, the local transition in appearance and motion
would not change much. With oversampling, it can catch much
more information about local appearance and motion transition
than the original LBP-TOP providing comparable results to
the proposed rotation invariant LBPTOP histogram Fourier
descriptors but with much longer feature vectors when the
number of neighboring points increases to be over eight.

NN is one of the easiest machine learning algorithms. In the
classification it is only determined by the sample closest to the
test sample. So when there is big overlapping in classes, NN
works pretty well. But it is prone to over-fitting because of
the highly non-linear nature. SVM classifier is well founded
in statistical learning theory and has been successfully applied
to various object detection tasks in computer vision. SVM
finds a separating hyperplane with the maximal margin to
separate the training data in feature space. The classification
of SVM is determined by the support vectors, so it is usually
more robust than NN. As noticed in Table VII, when the
number of planes is small, like HFLBP − TOP4,4,1,1, the
features are not very discriminative, thus the overlapping of
classes is big and NN got similar or even higher results
than SVM. But in most cases, SVM obtained better results
than NN. In addition, the computational complexity of SVM
depends on the number of support vectors, not the dimension
of feature vectors. When the dimension is very high, SVM
is computationally less expensive. However, SVM is designed
for two-class problems. If there are more than two classes,
some strategy, like reorganizing a multi-class problem into
multiple 2-class problems needs to be employed. Therefore it
is generally easier to deal with multiple-class problems with
KNN than SVM.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed rotation invariant image and
video descriptors based on computing the discrete Fourier

transform of LBP or LBP-TOP histograms, respectively.
The proposed LBP-HF features differ from the previous

versions of rotation invariant LBP, since the LBP-HF features
are computed from the histogram representing the whole
region, i.e. the invariants are constructed from the histogram
of non-invariant LBPs instead of computing invariant features
independently at each pixel location.

This approach can be generalized to embed any fea-
tures in the same organization of uniform patterns, like the
LBPHF S M shown in our experiments. By embedding differ-
ent features into the LBP-HF framework, we are able to gen-
erate different rotation invariant features and combine supple-
mentary information together to improve the description power
of the proposed method. The use of complementary magnitude
of LBP will further improve the classification accuracy. In
our experiments, LBPHF S M descriptors were shown to
outperform the original rotation invariant LBP, LBP M, LBP-
HF and LBP S M features for the Outex database.

Moreover, two rotation invariant descriptors based on LBP-
TOP were developed. One is computing the 1D histogram
Fourier transform for the uniform patterns along all the rotated
motion planes. The other one is computing the 2D Fourier
transform for the patterns with the same number of “1”s along
its rotation in bins and as well along all the rotated motion
planes. Experiments on rotated DT sequences show that both
descriptors achieve very promising results in recognizing video
sequences with rotations. Another experiments on DTs cap-
tured from different views provided better results than the
state-of-the-art, proving the effectiveness of our approach for
dealing with view variations. So it can be seen the proposed
method not only works on in-plane rotations but it can deal
with out-of-plane rotations robustly, obtaining much better
results than previous methods. As well, the second rotation
invariant descriptors consider the mirror relations for the
patterns produced from planes rotated g degrees and g + 180
degrees. This reduces its computational complexity to the
half of the first descriptor, because it only needs to compute
the LBP histograms from the planes with rotation degrees
less than 180 degrees. The proposed descriptors keep the
advantages of LBP-TOP, such as robustness to illumination
changes and ability to describe DTs at multiple resolutions,
as well as have the capability of handling rotation and view
variations. They also can be extended to embed other features,
like the magnitude of LBP-TOP shown in our experiments in
Section VI, which can be utilized solely or combined with
sign of LBP-TOP as supplemental information to help improve
the classification accuracy. They will widen the applicability
of LBP-TOP to such tasks in which rotation invariance or
view invariance of the features is important. For example, in
activity recognition, there exist rotations due to rotation of
cameras, or activity itself (e.g. some hand gestures), and we
believe rotation invariant descriptor will be very useful in these
problems.
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TABLE VII
RECOGNITION RESULTS ON EC PROBLEM.

Features Length SVM (%) NN (%)
1DHFLBP − TOP4,4,1,1 45 65.22 59.78
1DHFLBP − TOP4,4,1,1 S M 90(45 × 2) 73.91 77.17
2DHFLBP − TOP4,4,1,1 30 58.70 59.78
2DHFLBP − TOP4,4,1,1 S M 60(30 × 2) 71.74 73.91
LBP − TOP u2

4,4,1,1 60(15 × 4) 70.65 61.96

1DHFLBP − TOP8,8,1,1 236 86.96 73.91
1DHFLBP − TOP8,8,1,1 S M 472(236 × 2) 86.96 78.26
2DHFLBP − TOP8,8,1,1 115 78.26 71.74
2DHFLBP − TOP8,8,1,1 S M 230(115 × 2) 79.35 82.61
LBP − TOP u2

8,8,1,1 472(59 × 8) 85.87 73.91

1DHFLBP − TOP16,16,2,2 1458 71.74 65.22
1DHFLBP − TOP16,16,2,2 S M 2916(1458 × 2) 85.87 67.39
2DHFLBP − TOP16,16,2,2 543 68.48 54.35
2DHFLBP − TOP16,16,2,2 S M 1086(543 × 2) 79.35 71.74
LBP − TOP u2

16,16,2,2 3888(243 × 16) 76.09 67.39
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